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Currently used at SN by

 ABR: Checking/cleaning up Business Registries

 DRT: Short term statistics

 KICR: phase 2 project for DRT

 IHD: International trade in services

 MUST: Environment statistics

 NOPS: A large project to redesign the Structural business 

statistics

 IHG: International trade in goods, currently being redesigned.

 V&V: Statistics on transport

 Gezo: Statistics on people s health
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Basic top-down data editing: 
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Comparing two turnover values

Short term turnover (times 1000)

Comparing two turnover values
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Comparing two turnover values

Short term turnover (times 1000)

Comparing two turnover values

At top level show a table where  

relative large deviations are marked red 

(data are shown as a function of SBI * Size 

class) 

For the selected cell show the net 

turn around per SBI 

Show all records from the selected SBI, 

comparing two turnover values; note the 

outlier at the top of the y-axis 

Edit one record by selecting it from the 

previous scatter plot; after the edit all 

visualizations are updated. 

(Blaise DEP) micro data 

editor 

Different views 

 

                     
 

 

Workflow view: the macroview process is a workflow, where the 

completion of an operation (marked “done”) or a user interaction 

(e.g. “recordsselection” indicating the selection of a point) 

Data view: when the macroview process is executed, the analyst only sees (or interacts 

with)  the data visualizations   

Editor view: defining the top-down process is 

primarily done in the script editor   

Possibilities using plugins:  

 

 

A new (interactive!) visualisation: a treemap, which can 
be used to display 2 variables at once; one for the 
color, the other for the area: clicking in a numered 
square will show the microrecord having that size class.

A new (interactive!) visualization: a street map (of the 
main roads), where each dot represents a 
measurement point in the road.

A extension plugin of an existing visualisation: after editing 
one of more records/fields in the Blaise DEP called from 
macroview, color each cell that has been edited. 

A R plugin: either 
- call an R script that performs function on 1 or more 
columns from a data table (upper left)
- or generate a R plot (bottom left and figure on the right)

A GRID extension plugin:
This GRID shows data aggregated by SizeClass 
(grootteklasse) and SBI. The third column shows a scatter 
plot of all the underlying records.

Real life examples: 

 

 

Usage and References: 

 

 

An example of the analysis screens as used 
by the DRT project (redevelopment of the 
short term business statistics).

An example of the analysis screens as used 
by the NOPS project (redevelopment of the 
structural business statistics).

Why use macro-editing:

Micro-editing is a very time-consuming process. As analysts often want to 

avoid wrong records to pass the edits, the boundaries for micro-checks are 

often set conservatively, i.e. only error-less records are accepted. This 

means that there are often many checks with narrow tolerances resulting 

in too many mistakes that need to be resolved manually by analysts. An 

example of a frequently used edit is that the relative change compared to 

the last period cannot exceed ± 10%. Generally, this approach results in a 

considerable amount of over-editing. 

Another problem with editing at the micro data level is that the analysts 

cannot assess the relative importance of errors. Each marked item has the 

same weight and needs the same amount of time for correction. However, 

many errors have a neglible impact on the final estimates: either they are 

small or they cancel out. 

Why use macro-editing at Statistics Netherlands:

To address the issue of over-editing one can use macro-editing. This 

method was already in use at a number of places at Statistics Netherlands 

and other statistical offices, based on applications tailored for specific 

statistics. At Statistics Netherlands macro-editing is used for error spotting 

in international trade data. Another example of macro-editing is outlier 

detection where the (multivariate) distribution determines which records 

are suspect and possibly need to be corrected. These outliers may be 

determined automatically and subsequently be displayed, e.g. by coloring 

these points inside a scatter plot.  

Although applications of the principles above exist at various statistical 

offices, to the best of our knowledge no general software exists, which 

can be applied to different statistics. Therefore such a tool called 

Macroview has been developed at Statistics Netherlands and is currently 

being applied to data from most economical statistics.

Design considerations:

To assure that Macroview can support all the approaches as discussed above, the software 

requirements needed for performing all the approaches have been determined. 

- The software should be able to compute aggregates from micro data and to compare 

aggregates using specified rules. 

- The software should be able to select those records that contribute the most to errors 

observed at some aggregate level. In order to asses this error one must have a reference 

set: this may be the dataset itself (e.g. using outlier detection) or (aggregated) reference 

data (using t-x data or data strongly correlated to the variables under study). The 

reference datasets can be used to make a prediction of the current data and the relative 

differences between the prediction and the actual values can be used to look for possible 

errors. 

- The software should be able to display the data in various ways to enable the analyst to 

zoom in or analyze the data.  

- The analyst should be able to zoom in at a selection of the data. 

- The analyst needs to be able to edit a single record. 

Elements of macroview:

To configure all of these possibilities, the analyst needs to specify the elements of the 

editing process and, finally, the interactive process itself:

- The input of the editing process: a data model of the micro data input and of the 

reference (aggregate) data.

- The variables and their derivation in the aggregate(s) (e.g. plausibility functions, 

distribution moments,  ).  

- Visualizations: what data need to be displayed, which colors need to be used, etc.

- The interaction of the program when used by the analyst. For example, when the analyst 

selects a cell from an aggregate: should a sub-aggregate be displayed or a scatter plot?

These possibilities can be specified using a custom scripting language within Macroview; 

this tool can be used both as an IDE to make the script and as the analysis/editing tool (as 

defined by the script). An additional and crucial aspect of Macroview is its ability to 

allow editing of micro data, using an external editor. After the editor has finished, 

Macroview will update all displayed graphs and plots very efficiently, so that the analyst 

can judge the impact of the manual edit(s).

Abstract: 
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